EAA-INAD film: “Sounds of my place”

A new film “Sounds of my place” produced by EAA and supported by Head Genuit Foundation is now available on YouTube at the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TWHL3nHQ7s

The film describes the INAD 2017 activities for promoting the awareness on noise problems, in relation to environmental issues and well-being in general.

The film reports the interviews by EAA IN AD EUROPE Steering Committee and EAA board on INAD organization, the importance to protect and to preserve the soundscapes of our living environment. About 2000 students from 9 Member States participated at the competition “Sounds of my place”, producing original audio, video, drawings and texts.

The students’ works show natural environments with their own sounds, like those from animals, water streams and sea waves, bird twittering, as well as anthropic sounds at schools, markets, and so forth. The large variety of soundscapes, let say the “sonic diversity” as transposition of the biodiversity concept, is also a sign of social and cultural identity to be preserved.

The high quality and the originality of the students’ works were impressive and it is reasonable that their awareness of noise pollution will encourage less noisy behaviours of people, necessary for preserving and recovering a more sustainable sonic environment, which promotes our health and well being.

In the film 42 national winning materials are shown, in addition to other disseminating materials of the INAD activities in the past editions.

The Steering Committee and the INAD working group all, thank all the organizers and the participants at INAD 2017 warmly for the enourmous job well done and for the enthusiasm they put in such a successful event.